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Automatic Event ExtractionAutomatic Event Extraction
Event is something that happens, Event is something that happens, event event 
description description is a structure which describe an eventis a structure which describe an event
The goal of automatic Event Extraction is  the The goal of automatic Event Extraction is  the 
synthesis of synthesis of event descriptions event descriptions from textual from textual 
fragments extracted from some text or set of fragments extracted from some text or set of 
textstexts
Event description usually have:Event description usually have:
•• typetype
•• attributes like modality, tense, and polarityattributes like modality, tense, and polarity
•• time and place argumentstime and place arguments
•• arguments which have specific roles and which depend arguments which have specific roles and which depend 

on the event type, e.g. on the event type, e.g. perpetrator, victimperpetrator, victim, , instrumentinstrument
etc.etc.



Event description exampleEvent description example

Description of an Description of an attackattack has the has the 
following arguments:following arguments:
•• attackerattacker
•• targettarget
•• instrument of the attackinstrument of the attack
•• methodmethod
•• time and placetime and place



Event description exampleEvent description example
Suicide blast hits security firmSuicide blast hits security firm

Kandahar, Afghanistan, 11 Sept. 2007  A Kandahar, Afghanistan, 11 Sept. 2007  A 
suicide bomber struck a U.S. security firm suicide bomber struck a U.S. security firm 
convoyconvoy
attacker: attacker: a suicide bombera suicide bomber
instrument: instrument: bombbomb
method: method: suicide bombingsuicide bombing
target: target: U.S. security firm convoyU.S. security firm convoy
time: time: 11 Sept. 0711 Sept. 07
place: place: Kandahar, AfghanistanKandahar, Afghanistan



Event structure and relations Event structure and relations 
between eventsbetween events

More complex events may include subMore complex events may include sub--
eventsevents
Thirty three people were killed and five Thirty three people were killed and five 
were injured in a series of coordinated were injured in a series of coordinated 
suicide bombings: one took place in suicide bombings: one took place in SadrSadr
City, other two City, other two –– in the center of Baghdad.in the center of Baghdad.
The The series of coordinated suicide series of coordinated suicide 
bombings bombings has three subhas three sub--eventsevents
Causation relation between events:Causation relation between events:
The hurricane caused floods which took The hurricane caused floods which took 
the lives of 100 people.the lives of 100 people.



Problems in front of Automatic Problems in front of Automatic 
Event Extraction Event Extraction 

Scattering of the events Scattering of the events –– reporting reporting 
different parts of one event in different parts of one event in 
different placesdifferent places
The same text reports different The same text reports different 
eventsevents
Many reports regarding the same Many reports regarding the same 
eventevent
Inclusion between eventsInclusion between events



State of the artState of the art
Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) initiative Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) initiative 
organized by NISTorganized by NIST
eVenteVent Detection and Recognition (VDR) task is Detection and Recognition (VDR) task is 
introduced from ACE 2004introduced from ACE 2004
Different event types are considered: business, Different event types are considered: business, 
security, etc.security, etc.
An annotated training corpus is providedAn annotated training corpus is provided
At ACE 2007 there is only one participant at VDR At ACE 2007 there is only one participant at VDR 
task, who has score of 13.4 (possible maximum task, who has score of 13.4 (possible maximum 
of 100)of 100)
At ACE 2005 four teams participated at the VDR At ACE 2005 four teams participated at the VDR 
task, maximum score is 14.4task, maximum score is 14.4



State of the artState of the art

REES REES –– Relation and Event Extraction Relation and Event Extraction 
System System –– a broad range of event a broad range of event 
types, accuracy of event extraction types, accuracy of event extraction 
65%65%
PULS PULS –– a system for detection of a system for detection of 
disease outbreaksdisease outbreaks



Machine Learning Approaches for Machine Learning Approaches for 
Event ExtractionEvent Extraction

Supervised methods based on annotated Supervised methods based on annotated 
corpus (corpus (D. D. Ahn:Ahn:””TheThe Stages of Event Stages of Event 
ExtractionExtraction””, Workshop ARTE , 2006), Workshop ARTE , 2006)
Unsupervised approaches (Unsupervised approaches (R. Yangarber, R. Yangarber, 
R. Grishman, P. R. Grishman, P. TapanainenTapanainen, and S. , and S. 
HuttunenHuttunen: : ““Automatic Acquisition of Automatic Acquisition of 
Domain Knowledge for Information Domain Knowledge for Information 
ExtractionExtraction””, Proceedings of the 18th , Proceedings of the 18th 
conference on Computational linguistics, conference on Computational linguistics, 
20002000 ))
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SecuritySecurity--related event related event 
extraction, the NEXUS systemextraction, the NEXUS system



MotivationMotivation

Political situation in the World: Political situation in the World: 
•• increased activity of terrorist groupsincreased activity of terrorist groups
•• armed conflictsarmed conflicts
•• religious and ethnic tensionsreligious and ethnic tensions

News monitoringNews monitoring
Crisis managementCrisis management
Early warningEarly warning



European Media Monitor (EMM)European Media Monitor (EMM)

Downloads news articles in different Downloads news articles in different 
languages around the clocklanguages around the clock
Each day about 4000Each day about 4000--5000 English5000 English--
language news articles are downloadedlanguage news articles are downloaded
Topic clusters are produced from these Topic clusters are produced from these 
articlesarticles
An automatic event extraction system is An automatic event extraction system is 
needed to track down events in this needed to track down events in this 
amount of news articles amount of news articles 



NEXUS NEXUS –– a prototype system for a prototype system for 
automatic event extraction from automatic event extraction from 

newsnews

News Clusters

NEXUS

event

event

event



NEXUS processing chainNEXUS processing chain

Pattern&Keyword Matching

Pattern&Keyword
Libraries

News Cluster Selection

Event Aggregation

News Cluster

Event Description
Date:
Place:
Event type:
Number killed:
Number wounded:
Number kidnapped:
Perpetrators:
Description of the victims: 
Weapons:



Main topics related to NEXUSMain topics related to NEXUS

Learning patternsLearning patterns
Learning keywordsLearning keywords
Event aggregationEvent aggregation
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Learning patternsLearning patterns

A bootstrapping learning approach in A bootstrapping learning approach in 
the spirit of the spirit of Snowball (Snowball (AgichtainAgichtain & & 
GravanoGravano) ) or or ExDiscoExDisco (Yangarber)(Yangarber)
New featuresNew features
•• PrePre--computed news clusterscomputed news clusters
•• Local Maximum  of the Context Entropy Local Maximum  of the Context Entropy 

-- criterioncriterion to define the pattern to define the pattern 
boundariesboundaries



Learning patternsLearning patterns-- overviewoverview

We learn We learn core templatescore templates from from 
annotated dataannotated data
With the core templates we extract With the core templates we extract 
anchor entitiesanchor entities from the news corpus from the news corpus 
We learn additional patterns from the We learn additional patterns from the 
context of these context of these anchor entitiesanchor entities



Learning patternsLearning patterns-- an examplean example

We learned core templates like We learned core templates like killed killed X X and and 
othersothers
In some of the news clusters we match a text In some of the news clusters we match a text 

likelike
““U.S. troops U.S. troops killed killed Al Al ZarkawiZarkawi””
Al Al ZarkawiZarkawi is taken as an anchor entity and we is taken as an anchor entity and we 
consider the contexts in which this name appears consider the contexts in which this name appears 
in in the same news cluster the same news cluster where the above where the above 
mentioned text appearsmentioned text appears
For example: For example: ““the body of the body of Al Al ZarkawiZarkawi was was 
identifiedidentified””, , ““the body of the body of Al Al ZarkawiZarkawi was foundwas found””, , 
etc.etc.
All these contexts from All these contexts from different anchor entities different anchor entities 
are passed to a pattern learning algorithm to are passed to a pattern learning algorithm to 
extract candidate patterns (e.g. extract candidate patterns (e.g. the body of Xthe body of X))



Learning patternsLearning patterns

Input: a semantic role R (Input: a semantic role R (perpetrator, perpetrator, 
killed victim, injured victim, kidnapped killed victim, injured victim, kidnapped 
victim)victim); a set of news article topic ; a set of news article topic 
clusters clusters C={cC={c11, c, c22,,……,,ccnn}}

1.1. Choose a training subset of Choose a training subset of C, CC, Ctt. . 
2.2. For each cluster For each cluster ccii from from CCtt, choose an , choose an 

article article aaii

3.3. Annotate in Annotate in aaii all text entities which all text entities which 
appear in the semantic role appear in the semantic role RR



Learning patternsLearning patterns

Example: if Example: if RR==woundedwounded, the following is , the following is 
a fragment from an annotated article:a fragment from an annotated article:
<WOUNDED><WOUNDED> AA NATO soldierNATO soldier</WOUNDED></WOUNDED> was heavily wounded when a bomb was heavily wounded when a bomb 
explodedexploded……

4.4. Annotation propagationAnnotation propagation: if the text entity : if the text entity 
T T from from aaii is annotated with the semantic is annotated with the semantic 
role R, all occurrences of role R, all occurrences of T T are are 
automatically annotated with this role in automatically annotated with this role in 
the whole cluster the whole cluster ccii. . TT is called is called anchoranchor
<WOUNDED><WOUNDED> AA NATO soldierNATO soldier</WOUNDED></WOUNDED> was heavily injured by a bomb which was heavily injured by a bomb which 
exploded today on a road connectingexploded today on a road connecting……



Learning patternsLearning patterns
5.5.We  find the left and right contexts of the We  find the left and right contexts of the 
annotated entitiesannotated entities
6.6.Find patterns from these contexts using our Find patterns from these contexts using our 
pattern extraction algorithmpattern extraction algorithm
7.7.Rank the patterns according to the number of Rank the patterns according to the number of 
the anchors and contexts which support themthe anchors and contexts which support them
8.8.Human experts chooses the good ones among Human experts chooses the good ones among 
the top ranked patternsthe top ranked patterns
9.9.If the expert thinks that the list of patterns is If the expert thinks that the list of patterns is 
not comprehensive enough, not comprehensive enough, 

annotate annotate automaticallyautomatically the clusters the clusters 
from from CC with the newly acquired with the newly acquired 
patterns and go to point 4patterns and go to point 4



Learning patternsLearning patterns

If we take as an example the semantic If we take as an example the semantic 
role role R=wounded R=wounded and we assume that in and we assume that in 
points 1points 1--5 of this algorithm we found the 5 of this algorithm we found the 
following right contexts:following right contexts:
P was heavily wounded in a mortar attack
P was heavily wounded when a bomb exploded
P was heavily injured in an accident
P was heavily injured by a bomb
P was heavily injured when a bomb exploded



Learning patternsLearning patterns

There are different pattern candidates:
“P was heavily” is the most general one, 
but it is too generic 
“P was heavily wounded in a mortar attack” is 
too specific and contains redundant words.
Our criterion for pattern selection is based 
on the so called Local Maximum of the 
Context Entropy.



Learning patterns Learning patterns ––contextcontext

Right context of the pattern Right context of the pattern 
candidate candidate p p considering the corpus considering the corpus cc
is a set of words is a set of words W, W, such that the such that the 
string string ““p wp w”” appears in appears in cc, for each , for each 
word word w w from from WW
Similarly, Similarly, the left context the left context is definedis defined
For example the right context of For example the right context of 
“P was heavily” is {injured, wounded}



Learning patterns Learning patterns -- context entropycontext entropy
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Learning patterns Learning patterns –– partial order of partial order of 
the pattern candidatesthe pattern candidates

P was
P was heavily
P was heavily wounded 
P was heavily wounded in
P was heavily wounded in a
P was heavily wounded in a mortar
P was heavily wounded in a mortar attack



Learning patterns Learning patterns –– context entropycontext entropy
Intuitively, the more words we add to a phrase, the lower 
its context entropy becomes. 
However, when a pattern candidate is semantically 
consistent and complete, it may have higher context 
entropy than some of its sub-patterns. 

Context_entropy(P was heavily wounded ) > Context_entropy(P was 
heavily )

A complete phrase is less dependent on the context and 
may appear in different linguistic constructions, while the 
incomplete phrases appear in a limited number of 
immediate contexts which complete them.



Learning patterns Learning patterns –– Local Local 
Maximum of the Context EntropyMaximum of the Context Entropy
We have Local Maximum of the Context 
Entropy in the pattern p when all the 
patterns which immediately precede it 
have the same or lower context entropy 
and all the patterns which p precedes 
immediately have lower context entropy.
Finally, we select only the patterns in 
which we have a local maximum of the 
context entropy
P was heavily wounded 
P was heavily injured 



Expanding the set of patternsExpanding the set of patterns

Synonyms and hyponyms from Synonyms and hyponyms from 
WordNetWordNet P was killed P was poisoned
Syntactic variants P was killed P has 
been killed 
Introducing twowo--slot slot killerkiller--victim victim 
templatestemplates
YY slaughtered byslaughtered by XX
XX massacredmassacred YY



Pattern libraryPattern library
We learned 3415 templates in total  for: We learned 3415 templates in total  for: affected_deadaffected_dead, , 
affected_woundedaffected_wounded, , affected_kidnappedaffected_kidnapped, and , and perpetratorsperpetrators
Examples:Examples:

UniUni--slot slot affected_deadaffected_dead templates:templates:
XX has been shot by his captorshas been shot by his captors

UniUni--slot slot perpetratorperpetrator templates:templates:
sexual abuse bysexual abuse by XX
X X has launched ahas launched a

UniUni--slot slot affected_kidnappedaffected_kidnapped templates:templates:
kidnapping ofkidnapping of XX

TwoTwo--slot slot killerkiller--victim victim templatestemplates
YY slaughtered byslaughtered by XX
XX massacredmassacred YY
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SemiSemi--automatic construction of automatic construction of 
lexiconslexicons

Motivation Motivation –– the event extraction the event extraction 
system needs to recognize certain system needs to recognize certain 
semantic categories, e.g. semantic categories, e.g. weaponsweapons
Hybrid approach Hybrid approach –– automatic data automatic data 
driven lexical acquisition + semidriven lexical acquisition + semi--
automatic selection of automatic selection of synsetssynsets from from 
WordNetWordNet



Acquisition of a lexicon of weaponsAcquisition of a lexicon of weapons

Goal: building a list of keywords Goal: building a list of keywords 
designating weapons, ammunitions, and designating weapons, ammunitions, and 
things which can be used as weaponsthings which can be used as weapons
Extract words, which can be weapons. In Extract words, which can be weapons. In 
a syntactically parsed corpus search for a syntactically parsed corpus search for 
these templates:these templates:
killkill--withwith [weapon] [weapon] (killed him with a gun)(killed him with a gun)

killkill--subjsubj [weapon[weapon] ] (the bomb killed him)(the bomb killed him)

We obtain words which are weapons and We obtain words which are weapons and 
words which are not weapons (the words which are not weapons (the 
explosion killed him, his envy killed him)explosion killed him, his envy killed him)



Acquisition of a lexicon of weaponsAcquisition of a lexicon of weapons

For each word from the list we build For each word from the list we build 
a syntactic context profilea syntactic context profile

rifle

shoot take

bullet

precise

for
with obj

mod



Acquisition of a lexicon of weaponsAcquisition of a lexicon of weapons

Syntactic context features of Syntactic context features of ““riflerifle””::
•• shoot withshoot with XX
•• bullet forbullet for XX
•• taketake XX
•• preciseprecise X X 

Each feature may be weighted using Each feature may be weighted using 
TF.IDF, TF.IDF, PointwisePointwise Mutual Information Mutual Information 
(PMI), Log Likelihood Ratio, etc.(PMI), Log Likelihood Ratio, etc.



Acquisition of a lexicon of weaponsAcquisition of a lexicon of weapons

Each term is represented as a vector in a Each term is represented as a vector in a 
space whose dimensions are the context space whose dimensions are the context 
features.features.
Term vectors are clustered using Term vectors are clustered using 
agglomerative clusteringagglomerative clustering
We obtain a cluster which contains We obtain a cluster which contains 
weapons and things which can be used as weapons and things which can be used as 
weaponsweapons
bomb, explosive device,bomb, explosive device, hand grenade, grenade, explosive, gun, mortar, hand grenade, grenade, explosive, gun, mortar, 
artillery, rocket, mortar fire, baseball bat, artillery, rocket, mortar fire, baseball bat, katyushakatyusha, , kassamkassam



Expanding the lexiconExpanding the lexicon
For each term in the cluster we check if it For each term in the cluster we check if it 
exists in exists in WordNetWordNet and if so, we take its and if so, we take its 
hypernymshypernyms as candidateas candidate--synsetssynsets

HypernymHypernym chain of chain of ““mortarmortar””::
mortar mortar highhigh--angle gun angle gun cannon cannon 

artilleryartillery armamentarmament weaponryweaponry
instrumentalityinstrumentality artifactartifact wholewhole objectobject
physical entityphysical entity entityentity
We choose manually the We choose manually the synsetssynsets which which 
stay at the right level of abstraction and stay at the right level of abstraction and 
take all their hyponymstake all their hyponyms



Classification of  the weaponsClassification of  the weapons

The weapons were classified manually in The weapons were classified manually in 
the following classes:the following classes:
•• heavy weapons for ground and naval attackheavy weapons for ground and naval attack
•• weapons for air attackweapons for air attack
•• small firing armssmall firing arms
•• explosive devicesexplosive devices
•• biobio--chemical weaponschemical weapons
•• weapons for stabbingweapons for stabbing
•• weapons for beatingweapons for beating
•• nonnon--explosive thrown objects (bottles, stones) explosive thrown objects (bottles, stones) 



Classification of the weaponsClassification of the weapons

Using the Using the WordNetWordNet structure for structure for 
classificationclassification
tear gastear gas

nerve gasnerve gas
organophosphate nerve agentorganophosphate nerve agent

•• sarinsarin
……..



Event classification lexiconEvent classification lexicon

Automatic event classification using a Automatic event classification using a 
library of keywordslibrary of keywords



Event classification lexiconEvent classification lexicon–– event event 
type labelstype labels

PAPA physical assault (rape, beating, torture, abuse)physical assault (rape, beating, torture, abuse)
AAAA air attack (missile attack, air attack)air attack (missile attack, air attack)
BCBC bio/chemical attack or disasterbio/chemical attack or disaster
SHSH shooting shooting 
HWHW heavy weapons attackheavy weapons attack
BOBO bombingbombing
STST stabbingstabbing
SPSP sociosocio--political violence political violence -- disorder, manifestations, coup, disorder, manifestations, coup, 
mutinymutiny
ASAS assassinationassassination
TATA terrorist attackterrorist attack
ARAR arrestarrest
KDKD kidnapping/hostage taking/hijackingkidnapping/hostage taking/hijacking
EXEX executionexecution
VAVA vandalismvandalism
RB    robberyRB    robbery



Event classification lexiconEvent classification lexicon

We use the methodology for lexicon We use the methodology for lexicon 
acquisition and classification already acquisition and classification already 
used for the weapons lexiconused for the weapons lexicon
Lexicon of event keywords (gunfight, Lexicon of event keywords (gunfight, 
shelling, etc.)shelling, etc.)
Lexicon of perpetrators (robber, Lexicon of perpetrators (robber, 
terrorist) terrorist) 



Event classificationEvent classification

The system searches in the event The system searches in the event 
descriptions keywords from these descriptions keywords from these 
lexiconslexicons
Each keyword votes for one or Each keyword votes for one or 
several event type labelsseveral event type labels
The event type label which obtains The event type label which obtains 
most votes is taken as a label of the most votes is taken as a label of the 
eventevent
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NEXUS processing chainNEXUS processing chain

Take the title and the first
sentence

Pattern Library

News Cluster Selection

Event Aggregation

News Cluster

Event Description
Date:
Place:
Event type:
Number killed:
Number wounded:
Number kidnapped:
Perpetrators:
Description of the victims: 
Weapons:

Keyword Library

Pattern & Keyword
Matching



Event aggregationEvent aggregation

The goal of event aggregation is to The goal of event aggregation is to 
fill the event frame describing the fill the event frame describing the 
main event from the news clustermain event from the news cluster

Event Description
Date:
Place:
Event type:
Number killed:
Number wounded:
Number kidnapped:
Perpetrators:
Description of the victims: 
Weapons:



Event aggregationEvent aggregation

Extracted entities
News Cluster

Average-like estimation 
of the number of dead, wounded, and kidnapped 

News Sub-ClusterExtracted entities
subset

Resolving role ambiguities Event geo-coding 

Classification 



Event aggregation. Tracking down Event aggregation. Tracking down 
the main event of the clusterthe main event of the cluster

Different articles report different numbers Different articles report different numbers 
of dead, wounded, and kidnappedof dead, wounded, and kidnapped
The system uses one averageThe system uses one average--like like 
estimation of the number of killed, estimation of the number of killed, 
wounded and kidnapped for the cluster wounded and kidnapped for the cluster 
We take from the cluster only those We take from the cluster only those 
articles whose number of dead, wounded, articles whose number of dead, wounded, 
and kidnapped is close to this estimationand kidnapped is close to this estimation
Only entities from these articles are Only entities from these articles are 
consideredconsidered



Event aggregation.Event aggregation.
Resolving role ambiguitiesResolving role ambiguities

If If Mr.X Mr.X was identified as a was identified as a victim (dead, victim (dead, 
wounded, wounded, or or kidnappedkidnapped) in some articles ) in some articles 
in the cluster, we do not allow in the cluster, we do not allow Mr.X Mr.X to be to be 
assigned the role of an assigned the role of an actor (perpetrator) actor (perpetrator) 
for this cluster, even if it is matched by an for this cluster, even if it is matched by an 
actor actor templatetemplate

Motivation: patterns for victim slots in Motivation: patterns for victim slots in 
general are more reliable than general are more reliable than actor actor 
patternspatterns



Event aggregation. Event geoEvent aggregation. Event geo--
codingcoding

For each selected article, the EMM For each selected article, the EMM 
geogeo--coding system returns the best coding system returns the best 
place candidateplace candidate
The place which is the best place The place which is the best place 
candidate for most of the articles is candidate for most of the articles is 
considered to be the most plausible considered to be the most plausible 
candidate for event placecandidate for event place



Example for Event ExtractionExample for Event Extraction

Islamist militants have killed 18 Islamist militants have killed 18 
Pakistani soldiers in the restive North Pakistani soldiers in the restive North 
Waziristan tribal region, according to Waziristan tribal region, according to 
reports.reports.
Mortar fire kills 18 Pakistani troops in Mortar fire kills 18 Pakistani troops in 
North WaziristanNorth Waziristan
An Islamist soldier was killed in An Islamist soldier was killed in 
North Waziristan North Waziristan 



Example. Defining number of killed, Example. Defining number of killed, 
wounded, and kidnappedwounded, and kidnapped

Islamist militants have Islamist militants have 
killed killed 18 Pakistani 18 Pakistani 
soldierssoldiers in the restive in the restive 
North Waziristan tribal North Waziristan tribal 
region, according to region, according to 
reports.reports.
Mortar fire kills Mortar fire kills 18 18 
Pakistani troopsPakistani troops in in 
North WaziristanNorth Waziristan
An Islamist soldierAn Islamist soldier
was killed in North was killed in North 
Waziristan Waziristan 

Number of dead:Number of dead:

1818

1818

11
--------------------------------
18 dead 0 wounded 0 18 dead 0 wounded 0 

kidnappedkidnapped



Example. Defining number of killed, Example. Defining number of killed, 
wounded, and kidnappedwounded, and kidnapped

Islamist militants have Islamist militants have 
killed killed 18 Pakistani 18 Pakistani 
soldierssoldiers in the restive in the restive 
North Waziristan tribal North Waziristan tribal 
region, according to region, according to 
reports.reports.
Mortar fire kills Mortar fire kills 18 18 
Pakistani troopsPakistani troops in in 
North WaziristanNorth Waziristan

Number of dead: Number of dead: 1818
Number of wounded: Number of wounded: 
00
Number of kidnapped: Number of kidnapped: 
00



Example. Finding perpetratorsExample. Finding perpetrators
Islamist militantsIslamist militants have have 
killedkilled 18 Pakistani 18 Pakistani 
soldiers in the restive soldiers in the restive 
North Waziristan tribal North Waziristan tribal 
region, according to region, according to 
reports.reports.
Mortar fire kills 18 Mortar fire kills 18 
Pakistani troops in Pakistani troops in 
North WaziristanNorth Waziristan

Number of dead: Number of dead: 1818
Number of wounded: Number of wounded: 
00
Number of kidnapped: Number of kidnapped: 
00
Perpetrators: Perpetrators: Islamist Islamist 
militantsmilitants



Example. Weapon detectionExample. Weapon detection
Islamist militants have Islamist militants have 
killed 18 Pakistani killed 18 Pakistani 
soldiers in the restive soldiers in the restive 
North Waziristan tribal North Waziristan tribal 
region, according to region, according to 
reports.reports.
Mortar fireMortar fire kills 18 kills 18 
Pakistani troops in Pakistani troops in 
North WaziristanNorth Waziristan

Number of dead: Number of dead: 1818
Number of wounded: Number of wounded: 
00
Number of kidnapped: Number of kidnapped: 
00
Perpetrators: Perpetrators: Islamist Islamist 
militantsmilitants
Weapons:Weapons: mortar firemortar fire



Example. Type detectionExample. Type detection
Islamist militantsIslamist militants have have 
killed 18 Pakistani killed 18 Pakistani 
soldiers in the restive soldiers in the restive 
North Waziristan tribal North Waziristan tribal 
region, according to region, according to 
reports.reports.
Mortar fireMortar fire kills 18 kills 18 
Pakistani troops in Pakistani troops in 
North WaziristanNorth Waziristan

Number of dead: Number of dead: 1818
Number of wounded: Number of wounded: 
00
Number of kidnapped: Number of kidnapped: 
00
Perpetrators: Perpetrators: Islamist Islamist 
militantsmilitants
Weapons:Weapons: mortar firemortar fire
Event type: Event type: 
TerroristAttackTerroristAttack 22
HeavyWeaponsHeavyWeapons 11



Example. Type detectionExample. Type detection
Islamist militantsIslamist militants have have 
killed 18 Pakistani killed 18 Pakistani 
soldiers in the restive soldiers in the restive 
North Waziristan tribal North Waziristan tribal 
region, according to region, according to 
reports.reports.
Mortar fireMortar fire kills 18 kills 18 
Pakistani troops in Pakistani troops in 
North WaziristanNorth Waziristan

Number of dead: Number of dead: 1818
Number of wounded: Number of wounded: 
00
Number of kidnapped: Number of kidnapped: 
00
Perpetrators: Perpetrators: Islamist Islamist 
militantsmilitants
Weapons:Weapons: mortar firemortar fire
Event type: Event type: 
TerroristAttackTerroristAttack



Example. Event geocodingExample. Event geocoding
Islamist militants have Islamist militants have 
killed 18 killed 18 PakistaniPakistani
soldiers in the restive soldiers in the restive 
North Waziristan tribal North Waziristan tribal 
region, according to region, according to 
reports.reports.
Mortar fire kills 18 Mortar fire kills 18 
PakistaniPakistani troops in troops in 
North WaziristanNorth Waziristan

Number of dead: Number of dead: 1818
Number of wounded: Number of wounded: 
00
Number of kidnapped: Number of kidnapped: 
00
Perpetrators: Perpetrators: Islamist Islamist 
militantsmilitants
Weapons:Weapons: mortar firemortar fire
Event type: Event type: 
TerroristAttackTerroristAttack
Place: Place: PakistanPakistan



Example. Detect victim descriptionsExample. Detect victim descriptions

Islamist militants have Islamist militants have 
killed killed 18 Pakistani soldiers18 Pakistani soldiers
in the restive North in the restive North 
Waziristan tribal region, Waziristan tribal region, 
according to reports.according to reports.
Mortar fire Mortar fire killskills 18 18 
Pakistani troopsPakistani troops in North in North 
WaziristanWaziristan

Number of dead: Number of dead: 1818
Number of wounded: Number of wounded: 00
Number of kidnapped: Number of kidnapped: 00
Perpetrators: Perpetrators: Islamist Islamist 
militantsmilitants
Weapons:Weapons: mortar firemortar fire
Event type: Event type: TerroristAttackTerroristAttack
Place: Place: PakistanPakistan
Victims: dead Victims: dead 18 Pakistani 18 Pakistani 
soldiers, 18 Pakistani soldiers, 18 Pakistani 
troops troops 



Example. The final event frameExample. The final event frame
Number of dead: Number of dead: 1818
Number of wounded: Number of wounded: 00
Number of kidnapped: Number of kidnapped: 00
Perpetrators: Perpetrators: Islamist militantsIslamist militants
Weapons:Weapons: mortar firemortar fire
Event type: Event type: TerroristAttackTerroristAttack
Place: Place: PakistanPakistan
Victims: dead Victims: dead 18 Pakistani soldiers, 18 18 Pakistani soldiers, 18 
Pakistani troops Pakistani troops 
Date: Date: the date of the news clusterthe date of the news cluster



OutlineOutline

Event Extraction overview and backgroundEvent Extraction overview and background
Overview of the Event Extraction system Overview of the Event Extraction system 
NEXUS, profiled for the security domainNEXUS, profiled for the security domain
Pattern learningPattern learning
Lexicon acquisitionLexicon acquisition
Event aggregationEvent aggregation
Evaluation and applicationsEvaluation and applications
Conclusions and future workConclusions and future work



Preliminary precision evaluationPreliminary precision evaluation

26333 English-language news articles grouped 
into 826 clusters from the period 24-28 October 
2006 - 39 security-related events detected

victims dead 91
victims wounded 91
victims kidnapped 100
perpetrators 69

date 76
country identification 95
city, town, vllage 28



ApplicationsApplications

Automatic building database (DB) for Automatic building database (DB) for 
the most important securitythe most important security--related related 
events of the dayevents of the day

Deriving trends for countries and Deriving trends for countries and 
regions from this DBregions from this DB



ApplicationsApplications

SemiSemi--automatic building of an automatic building of an 
ontological knowledge baseontological knowledge base



ApplicationsApplications

Live Event ExtractionLive Event Extraction



OutlineOutline

Event Extraction overview and backgroundEvent Extraction overview and background
Overview of the Event Extraction system Overview of the Event Extraction system 
NEXUS, profiled for the security domainNEXUS, profiled for the security domain
Pattern learningPattern learning
Lexicon acquisitionLexicon acquisition
Event aggregationEvent aggregation
Evaluation and applicationsEvaluation and applications
Conclusions and future workConclusions and future work



ConclusionsConclusions

We presented a working prototype of We presented a working prototype of 
an Event Extraction System from an Event Extraction System from 
news clusters called NEXUSnews clusters called NEXUS
NEXUS is backed up by libraries of NEXUS is backed up by libraries of 
patterns and keywords, learned in a patterns and keywords, learned in a 
semisemi--automatic mannerautomatic manner
NonNon--complicated event aggregation complicated event aggregation 
strategy strategy 
Clusters play important roleClusters play important role



Future directionsFuture directions

Using the Express grammar engine Using the Express grammar engine 
by Jakub Piskorskiby Jakub Piskorski
Using syntactic informationUsing syntactic information
Using semantic information from KBUsing semantic information from KB
Better event geocodingBetter event geocoding
Improve event classificationImprove event classification



THANK YOU!
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